


spotify

This is the best music app I’ve ever seen 
It’s easy to find my music, new music, or my friends music 
I get currated playlists just for me
I can currate my own playlists

todoist

Recently redesigned, todoist is sleek, easy to use, and fun
I can prioritize my tasks(color coded of course) 
I can separate tasks by, in this case, class 
I get points for doing AND creating tasks 



google

I love google and all their affiliated products 
By searching, I get search suggestions, images, shopping 
options, and any number of other directions I could go with just 
a simple click 
The changing Google logo is very fun

evernote

It’s easy to find a specific note or notebook 
Text formatting is simple
iCloud sync is the best thing ever 



judsonvis
elearning

The aesthetics are very clean 
I find it simple to navigate to what I need, like, really simple
What I’m seeing is put there directly by my professor. I like that
I love that the judsonvis sites open in a new tab 

The judsonvis colors are not Judson colors and it drives me 
crazy. I mean, hot pink and teal? That’s not even close.  I know 
the site isn’t exactly affiliated with the school, but some kind of 
blue and gold would be nice in my opinion



corgiorgy
omfgdogs

While these site may be funny, they provide no real 
functionality. They’re just fun to look at. 



yelp

The two search bars are easy to use and clarify location 
It’s easy for me to filter my results and to locate/contact the 
location or find a similar one using tags 
Ads are very minimally used 

It is kind of confusing to also have a bar for creating a review, 
it’s in the center of the page and could be mistaken for the 
search bar 



amazon

The search bar that lets you select a category from the get-go 
The related items on the home page are actually items I would 
be interested in 

With all those ads and opportunities, they seem to always want 
me to do something
Though the filters are very comprehensive, they can be tricky 
to navigate sometimes 



urbandictionary

I find the home page interesting in that you can probably find a 
funny definition right off the bat, before you even need to use 
the gigantic search bar  
Though there are quite a few, the ads don’t bother me; they’re 
predictably placed 
urbandictionary has some cool features (user-submitted 
definitions, voting, examples of the words defined) 
There are related words placed for easy access 

The design of the site, while effective, is boring and bland 



mwbonline

The site is very secure 
The overview of accounts makes it easy to glance at your 
finances quickly

The site is very ugly 
Half of the features on both web and app don’t work 



wikipedia

I love the summary of whatever it is that i’ve searched for. It lets 
me get a quick overview without reading the whole article
The information is typically very well organized. The mobile 
version has collapsible sections that are not cumbersome at all
  
I don’t usually use the main wikipedia page due to its confusing 
nature and because I typically google what I want to know then 
click on a link that takes me directly where I need to go. But 
that doesn’t mean the main page can be confusing
It’s confusing because of the purple green and blue 
combination that doesnt look cohesive
The left sidebar has too many words that are too small. They’re 
very tightly packed and the section titles aren’t large enough to 
differentiate the sections well enough



dickblick

I like their search engine in that I don’t have to know exactly 
what I’m searching for but it will still return numerous options
The main page isn’t necessarily “clean” but the information you 
need is readily available: contact info, search bar, departmental 
searching, and deals

Navigating these options based on only their names is tough
The thing i constantly have issues with is the ordering process.  
First, it’s hard to find the product you want in the table (paper)
Then, its hard to find the size you want (30x22)
There are so many line items in some product tables that it 
takes a very long time to locate your desired item’s price and 
as your eyes move to see the price they can get lost easily.  
By that point, you’ve spent a long time trying to figure out how 
much something cost only to realize it’s too expensive



myjudson

I honestly don’t think I like anything about the site aside from 
the course selection but even that could be better 

Sadly, I must use myjudson all the time for many reasons
Usability is impossible to remember (don’t use the back or 
refresh buttons or else you have to start over whatever you 
were doing!) 
Site navigation on a page is impossible. It takes way too long 
to find exactly what I’m looking for (audits, important forms, 
announcements) 
The logo is ugly 
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planningcenteronline (PCO)

PCO has done something really well that not many other of its 
competitors have done – they made making church happen 
look really good and easy at the same time
With easy access to my schedule, the master plan, and tabs for 
other sections, PCO is probably the easiest interface I’ve ever 
worked with on a daily basis
When I select a plan, I can customize the information I want to 
see. In this case, the order of service, Production Team notes, 
and Song Arrangements are most important to me
PCO also works well for people that are involved at more than 
one church too, allowing for multiple logins
It’s very easy to search for and schedule songs and people  
My profile page has been recently redesigned. While I’m not 
entirely confident in it yet, I have so far been impressed. The 
redesign was much needed
On the lefthand side, I can easily see what times I’ll need to be 
present, any attachments, and who I’ll be working with.  
The apps are just beautiful and have even more cool functions 

The media section is for the most part very well organized,  
but without thumbnails for all of the media types it can be  
a bit confusing
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